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Your Life As A Gentleman Starts Today!This book is perfect as a gift for him or for yourself365

Gentleman: How To Become A Gentleman In 365 Days is a man’s guide to becoming an allround, respected and self-sufficient gentleman who feels confident and in control. With this book
you will take the first steps in transforming your life to become a better man. You will learn about

a variety of topics on a daily base and understand what it takes to live a life as a modern
gentleman.Don’t procrastinate and develop yourself into a nicer and more attractive man today!

In 365 chapters you’ll-learn how to be present, self-disciplined and respectful (it will be worth
your while!)-get inspired to become a better version of yourself (achieve new insights in a fun

way!)-find new ways to success (get that raise or promotion you were afraid to ask for!)-read

about easy, manly and tasteful recipes & DIY - cocktails (impress your inner-circle now!)become an overall nicer guy with smart and easy to remember tricks (become a kind man!)-

never forget the birthday of your mother-in-law again! (and this year for real!)-understand how to
host a professional meeting or throw an memorable cocktail-party (take the iniative, it will be

appreciated!)Get started today and give yourself the chance to become a modern gentleman!
Loved by women, respected by men.Day by day, step by step.Become A Modern Gentleman,
Today!Writing a book of 365 chapters takes a lot of time and effort.Please consider leaving a
review if you like the book!

About the AuthorSUE DYER, MBA, MIPI has helped more than 48,000 executive leaders to
create high-trust business cultures over the past 35 years. She has been called the godmother

of partnering. Sue worked on over 4,000 projects worth over $180 billion to perfect her
Partnering Approach model. She is the president of sudyco(TM) LLC, and the author of three
other books, Partner Your Project, Working Together, and On-Time On-Budget. She lives in the

San Francisco Bay area with her husband Bruce, and her grandson Noah. Her daughter Jennifer
is disabled and loves reading and cooking. Her son Marc, and daughter-in-law Liz, are both

physicians and are very active. They have two thriving sons, Owen and Kellen. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.
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permission from the author.365 GentlemanHow to Become a Modern Gentleman in 365
days365 Gentleman: How To Become A Modern Gentleman In 365 Days is a man’s guide to

becoming an all-round, respected and self-sufficient gentleman who feels confident and in
control.With this book you will take the first steps in transforming your life to become a better

man. You will learn about a variety of topics on a daily base and understand what it takes to live a
life as a high-value man.Don’t get me wrong, a gentleman still opens the door for a woman and
offers her his umbrella when it’s pouring rain. Though the concept of the traditional gentleman

has changed over the years. A new era has arrived.Don’t procrastinate and develop yourself into
a nicer, funnier and more attractive man right now.In 365 chapters you’ll-learn how to be present,
self-disciplined and respectful (it will be worth your while!)-get inspired to become a better
version of yourself (achieve new insights in a fun way!)-find new ways to success (get that raise

or promotion you deserve or start your side hustle!)-read about delicious recipes and DIY-

cocktails for men (impress your inner-circle now!)-become an overall nicer guy with smart and
easy to remember tricks (become a kind man!)-never forget the birthday of your mother- in - law

again! (and this year for real!)-take control in emergency situations (understand the basics of

landing a plane or giving CPR)Get started in this book and give yourself the chance of becoming
the man that you always desired to be.Loved by women, respected by men. Step by step, day by
day.Become a modern day gentleman, today!Day 1 - Keeping your promiseKeeping a promise is
unfortunately not self-evident for everyone. You have likely tried to make an appointment with

someone in the past. Whether it’s a good friend that often cancels last minute, or if it’s a

colleague who says he/she will help you with something but always ‘forgets’. Or maybe it’s you

not living up to your promises. This will change from today onwards.Why do you think it’s
important to live up to your words and promises? The answer is fairly simple. How do you feel
when somebody leaves you hanging after making an agreement? Indeed, it feels terrible. You

thought you could rely on that person; you even took time out of your busy schedule to meet
them. And they don’t show up? How dare they? This is exactly my point.As a modern-day
gentleman, you must be reliable. Make sure that your friends, family, and co-workers can always

count on you.Day 2 - Dry JanuaryDecember is one of the most fun months of the year. You have

time for family and friends, you may be invited to attend luxury events, parties, and drinks. After
the Christmas period, it’s time to give the liver some slack with Dry January.Dry January is the

annual alcohol-free tradition followed by tens of thousands of people worldwide who all want to
kickstart their year in a healthy way. So, what are the benefits of a month without drinking

alcohol? How about restoring your liver, feeling more energized, and living a healthier
lifestyle.What are the rules?- No alcohol for the whole month of JanuaryAnd that’s it.Easy? Try it

yourself.Day 3 - Just. Think. PositiveFor some of us, the glass is always half empty. For others,
the glass is half-full. Maintaining a positive mindset is not always easy, especially when

everything seems to be against us. According to Murphy’s Law, when something goes wrong,

everything will go wrong.But hey, is your life really all that bad? The key to staying positive is to
reflect and put things into perspective. This may not always be easy. Some things in life can be a

bitter pill to swallow, but we can either complain about or adapt and overcome.Ever heard of
reverse psychology? Start thinking positive; your surrounding environment will react more

favorably, which will likely result in more positive outcomes. You know the cliché about life being

too short? I think you do. Just. Think. Positive!Day 4 -Your postureWhen you spend most of your

day staring at your computer or mobile phone you will eventually develop a horrible posture with
a hunched back and a ‘text neck’. There is nothing worse than looking weak and having poor
posture, so let’s change this today!A few suggestions that you can directly follow up:1. Sit

correctly and straight up. Your back should be at a right angle with your thighs.2. Walk around
like you have books on your head, and take standing breaks in the office.3. Choose a
comfortable mattress to sleep on, and ask for advice from a professional.4. Do shoulder blade

squeezes when you are in a sitting position.5. Practice daily stretching (your neck and back), two
or three times a day on set times.Day 5 - A winning routineInstead of hitting that snooze button

multiple times, it’s time to wake up immediately and start your day with a winning attitude. Many
people have probably offered this advice in the past, but you never listened. Why should you?
Successful CEOs, artists, and business leaders all have a routine that they follow every day.

When referring to a winning routine, we mean rest, structure, and regularity.What can you
improve in your day?Morning:Set your alarm 30 minutes earlier than usual, and use this time to

have a healthy breakfast, exercise, meditate, or plan your day. Waking up earlier means you will
automatically have an advantage in terms of time. The feeling of rising early will also make you
feel one step ahead already.Lunch:Are you familiar with the unproductive after lunch dip? Avoid

this at all costs. Instead of falling into this slump, go for a walk outside, clear your mind for a
while, listen to a podcast or your favorite music, and be ready to knockout the rest of your

afternoon!Reflection: At the end of your working day. Instead of rushing home, take five minutes

to reflect on your day. What were your achievements? What could you have done better? Write
down these thoughts and aim to improve yourself on a daily basis.Before bed:Studies have
shown that you are most creative before going to bed. Therefore, if you have any issues or

troubles in mind, try and come up with a plan to tackle them. Avoid going to sleep with a worried
mind.Day 6 - Create your own cologneEau de Cologne is a spirit-citrus perfume that was
originally launched by an Italian perfume maker named Giovanni Maria Farina. He designed a

smell that reminded him of an Italian spring morning in the city of Cologne, hence the name Eau
the Cologne.It’s always best to be original, since you don’t want to smell the same as other men.

Authenticity is also important, so that’s why you are going to create your own cologne – simply at
home.How to get started?Pick your top note: lavender, basil, mint, lime, or neroli; middle note:

rose, clove, cinnamon, chamomile, or fir needle; and base note: cypress, vanilla, or

sandalwood.Decide how much cologne your bottle will hold, fill it with water, and pour it in with a
measuring cup.Fill the bottle with 75% vodka. Fill 25% with purified, distilled water (free of
chemicals).Add your favorite notes – pick a maximum of two or three notes and add a drop to

the bottle.Finally, close the bottle and shake it. Let it cool down for a week in a shaded area, and
then shake it every other day, allowing the scents to blend. At last, you have created your very

own signature cologne!Day 7 - A life without hangoversHow many times have you woken up with
a headache that felt similar to being hit on the head with a wooden hammer? The good old

hangover strikes again, and as usual, you promise yourself to never touch a drop of alcohol
again. Until the next weekend.Before you decide to go drinking, we have to take some extra

precautions to make sure you don’t end up in this situation again. We understand that drinking
less sometimes is not an option, so here are some useful tips for you to follow directly:1. Get out

of bed and immediately take a shower.2. Before you go drinking, prepare an ‘anti-hangover’
breakfast that is ready for the next. morning. Importantly, this breakfast must contain your

essential vitamins and minerals.3. Stay hydrated. A few glasses of water should do the trick

(warm water with a splash of lemon juice works best).4. Go back to bed and sleep some more.

Your lack of sleep is making your hangover even worse.5. Later, do some exercise to sweat out
the alcohol. You will instantly feel better.Day 8 - A good night’s sleepA good night’s sleep is

equivalent to a true miracle – you will feel fresher, fitter and more alive. Unfortunately, a good
night of rest is a luxury, since we have to deal with stress and other things that often prevent us

from sleeping well.In terms of a good night’s sleep, we mean at least seven hours for an adult.
The health benefits will come if you achieve this goal every night. What about good blood

pressure, the avoidance of heart disease, and of course the prevention of depression? If you

want to avoid these things, having enough sleep is the answer.To make sure you sleep well
tonight:- Have a clean bedroom (and bed) to sleep in.- Leave your mobile a few meters away

from you.- Make sure your bed is comfortable.- Keep it cool, and avoid dry air as it will wake you
up to drink water.Day 9 - How to make an Old-Fashioned cocktailAs a modern gentleman, the
art of making an Old-Fashioned should be mastered. Never heard of this phenomenon? The Old-

Fashioned is a classic bourbon cocktail that you should always have in your drinking
vocabulary.And best of all, it’s easy to make.All you need is:- 60ml of Bourbon or Rye Whiskey-

A barspoon of Syrup (or Monin)- 3 to 5 drops of Angostura Bitters- Squeeze a slice of orange,
and garnish it with an orange peel and a maraschino cherry- Add an ice cube to finishKick your

feet up and enjoy your home-made Old-Fashioned.Day 10 - Tie your bowtieThe art of tying a
bow tie is not for the faint hearted. Many men have given up on this skill, and have resorted to

buying pre-bowed bow ties instead. You can choose the easy way or really make an effort – it’s
up to you. Making an effort is really what special occasions are all about, otherwise a bow tie

would not be necessary. The following steps will have you perfectly folding a bow tie in

minutes:Day 11 - Types of whiskyWhisky – a gentleman’s drink – is distilled and made from
fermented grain mash. It is usually aged in wooden casks and can be created in several unique
ways (e.g., aging, type of grain, and fermentation) throughout the world.The most common are
Scottish (Scotch) and Irish whiskeys. But what are the differences between the most exquisite

spirits in the world?The Irish call it whiskey, the Scottish call it whisky. Besides the country of
origin and the way of spelling whisky, the Irish blend has a lighter taste and aroma. Scottish
whisky, on the other hand, is distilled and matured in Scotland and has a distinct smoky flavor.

Both whiskeys are made from the same ingredients – barley and water, but the distillation
process is different. An Irish whiskey passes through a triple distillation, while Scotch only
receives a double distillation. Irish whiskeys are distilled using copper pot-stills, while Scottish

whiskeys use continuous process pot-stills, resulting in that firm zest that the Irish whiskey’s are

known for.Day 12“Chivalry: It’s the little boy that kisses my hand, the young man who holds the
door open for me, and the old man who tips his hat to me. None of it is a reflection of me, but a
reflection of them.”– Donna Lynn HopeDay 13 - Pasta PuttanescaThe name sounds more Italian

than any other pasta, but when you pronounce ‘putta-nesca’ something may spring to mind. The
name in fact translates into ‘prostitute’s pasta’. But what’s the story behind this oddly-named but

delicious dish?The history of pasta Puttanesca lays in the heritage of Italy’s ‘ladies of the night’.

Puttanesca sauce originated in Naples and it is made from tomatoes, black olives, capers,
anchovies, onions, garlic, oregano, and sometimes basil. This is a relatively simple sauce to

make, but it’s very fragrant and spicy.The story is that the intense aroma of this pasta would lure

men from the street into the prostitute’s house, which is why the Napolese harlots are often

named ‘the sirens of the culinary world.’ The second interpretation is that the pasta would be a
quick and easy meal for men awaiting their turn at the brothel.This is how you make pasta

Puttanesca:- Heat olive oil over a medium heat and add garlic. Cook for around one minute.Add anchovies, tomatoes, olives, capers, and red chili flakes. Bring to the boil, and simmer for

15 minutes.- Boil water and cook the spaghetti until it is al dente (firm when bitten). Add the

sauce and sprinkle with parsley and parmesan.Day 14 - How to smoke a cigarSmoking a cigar
can be for an occasional moment of pleasure and happiness or just relaxation and enjoyment.
To truly understand the ingredients and the craft behind the cigar, we will share more later

regarding the process of how a cigar is made. But first, how should you smoke a cigar?1. Know
the differences in cigars (there are many brands, sizes and shapes)2. Know your preference of

cigar and the taste3. Inspect the cigar for signs of mold or cracking4. Chop off the cigar’s head
(close to the label), preferably with a double guillotine cutter5. Light the cigar, preferably with

wooden matches or a torch lighter6. Toast the cigar, gently rotate it in the flame until it lights7.
Use shallow puffs to enjoy the cigar to the fullest, light again when needed8. Smoking two-thirds
of the cigar is enough9. Lay the cigar in an ashtray when finished, no need to stub it outDay 15 -

Famous cigar brandsAs you read earlier, deciding to smoke a cigar for a special occasion is

already joyful, but there are many cigar brands that bring their own unique flavor and taste. It’s
easy to get confused, so always ask a specialist and share your thoughts on cigar type and the

occasion you intended to celebrate.The most well-known cigar brands include:1. Cohiba, from

Cuba; Was once only manufactured for Fidel Castro (Cuban revolutionary and politician)2.

Romeo Y Julieta, from Cuba, was the favorite cigar of Winston Churchill (a cigar size was even
named after him)3. Montecristo, from Cuba, is the most popular Cuban cigar. It has a light
aroma, and comes in nine sizes4. Macunudo, produced in the Dominican Republic (originating

in Jamaica), has a mild flavor and light wrapper.5. Padron, a Nicaraguan blend, is famous for

their luxury flavorsDay 16 - How to eat food you don’t likeWhen attending a dinner party or
event, you might get surprised by the menu. You might even get served something you don’t like.

How do you respond?1. Cut the food as small as possible and mix it with the ingredients on the
plate that you do like2. Cover the food with seasoning3. Eat only a small amount, and leave a

small portion of everything on your plate (e.g., only eat the fries and leave the vegetables)Show
your politeness by eating a little of what is served.When the course is finished, ask the waiter to

thank the chef and offer your apologies for eating only a small portion. No further explanation is
required.Day 17 - Cuts of beefIf you have never completely understood which type of steak you
have eaten in the past, this one is for you. There are several cuts that are often served in

steakhouses, and it’s a good thing that the cow is a big animal – that means lots of meat.The

essential cuts you should know about:- T-Bone, cut from the saddle and easy to recognize
(sirloin on one side, tenderloin on the other, a T-bone becomes a Porterhouse steak when it

comes from the back of the short loin).- Ribeye, entrecote from the rip section. With ribs left, it’s

called rib-eye (the ‘eye’ is the fat in the middle of a fine cut).- The filet mignon, a cut taken from

the tenderloin. In French, it is called Filet de Boeuf.- The strip steak is a cut of beef steak taken
from the short loin.Day 18 - Instantly become a better poker playerAs an amateur poker player,

you can have tons of fun playing online or attending poker nights with your friends. But if end up
losing money, the fun is soon over. With these simple tips, you will instantly become better at

poker.1. Only play a hand with good cards, logo combination, or higher ranked cards.2. Don’t
drink alcohol while playing poker.3. Don’t bluff for the sake of bluffing.4. It’s ok to fold when

playing a hand (don’t stay in the hand too long).5. Don’t play emotionally. Be rational and

mathematical, and check your chance rates on hit/win ratio.6. Don’t play a game above your
stake level or gamble money you can’t afford to lose.Day 19 - Foie grasFoie gras, which is

fattened duck or goose liver, is loved by the French but hated by activists. In France, it is still
possible to visit duck farms where ducks are fattened up for their livers. This rich delicacy is
often eaten at Christmas and pairs well with oysters. Foie gras originated from ancient Egypt, but

the French eventually took over this infamous dish and made it their own. France is now the

largest producer and consumer of this luxurious, controversial delicacy.Types of foie

gras:Mousse de foie gras : emulsion of goose liver and other fats.Pâté de foie gras : includes at
least 50% goose liver.Parfait de foie gras : includes at least 75% goose liver.In the production of

foie gras, the animals are often force-fed, which results in a fattened duck or goose liver. Animal

rights activists such as Peta and IDA want this practice to be banned worldwide.The production
of foie gras has been banned in multiple countries, but importing and consuming it is not
currently illegal. As such, the French have continued to produce this delicacy, or in their words –

specialite culinare. Since foie gras is part of their ‘protected cultural and gastronomical heritage’,

they continue to enjoy this delicious ingredient.Day 20 - Muscle groups that attract womenBeing

comfortable and fit is a great feeling, especially when you get older. It’s widely known that a fit
mind rests in a fit body. Since the male body has been praised and worshipped even before the

Greek era, it would seem natural for the opposite sex to be attracted to a strong body.This

doesn’t necessarily mean spending your entire day in the gym, but a little effort to keep your

‘motor’ running is worth the time investment. If you ever ask a woman about which muscle
groups she feels attracted to, it might be stating the obvious. Is this a little bit shallow? Sure. But
who cares?Research form several studies shows that women are attracted to:1. Chiseled abs2.

A strong and fit posture3. Wide shoulders4. Back muscles5. Lean arms6. ChestSee you in the
gym!Day 21 - Get all the meat out of your lobsterOne dish that will surely impress and satisfy

your partner is of course lobster. Widely considered as a delicatessen (and less controversial

than foie gras), the preparation of lobster is easy and particularly delicious with garlic butter and
lemon. The challenge lies in extracting all of the meat.This is how you do it:1. Remove the claws
and legs by twisting them.2. Separate the head from the tail by twisting the two in opposite

directions.3. Snap the claws in their own section, but keep the large part whole. Pull back the

smallest pincer until it snaps off. To extract the last pieces of meat, give the shell a firm tap with a
heavy item. Being gentle is key – just crack the shell, don’t smash it4. Use a lobster pick to
extract the last pieces of meat5. For the legs, use a rolling pin to push the meat out6. The tail can

be split in half with scissors; peel away the shell and then remove the digestive tract by cutting

the tail in half lengthways. Use a lobster pick to remove the veinBon appetite.Day 22 - Be
gratefulBeing grateful in life is not always easy, but when life gives you lemons… indeed, make

lemonade! Appreciate life and all its beauty, such as nature, as well as the things that you have,

and the people that love you. It can be hard when you have a lot of worries on your mind, but
being grateful and learning to appreciate your life can really make a difference.Where to be
grateful for? Let me give you a reminder:- Friends and family- Possibilities and opportunitiesFreedom- HealthWhen dealing with stress and worries, always try to find a silver lining. Put
things into perspective. Today: say thank you (or write a thank you note) to another person and

show your gratitude.Day 23 - Degrees of steak donenessEvery young man has likely been
asked how they would like their steak done. But answering such a question may have been an
automatic response, without truly knowing the difference between medium, rare, and well-

done.The contrast is in the flavor, and the juiciness of the meat is determined by how long the
steak is cooked.Rare – the center is cool, red in color, but cooked on the outside.Medium rare –

the center is pink to red, soft, and more firm on the outside.Medium –grayish brown leading into

a pink band in the very center.Medium well – the center is grayish brown with a hint of pale
tones.Well-done – the center is grayish brown with no signs of pink.No matter how you like your

beef steak cooked, there are many recipes that will make your mouth water!So, how do you like
your steak cooked?Day 24 - Give a head massageLearning how to give a head massage in a
gentle, subtle way is one of the most pleasurable skills that you can learn. There is not always a

professional around the corner, so it’s nice to master some basic skills yourself. When giving
someone a head massage:1. Make sure the person feels comfortable in the environment: dim

lights, use candles, play ambient music, and choose a comfortable position (laying down or
sitting in a chair). Please also remove any jewelry.2. Get the person used to your hands and
touch; make one stroke from the bottom of the neck to the base of the skull. The trick is to move

slowly at all times, and be constantly in contact with the head.3. Rotate the head lightly from left
to right with your finger tips.4. Oblong (stretched out oval movements), with fingers and thumbs
over the scalp, from the center of the skull moving towards behind the ears.
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